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Illustration and Layout

by Jonathan Rauch

T
hat genetic engineering may be the most 
environmentally benefi cial technology to 

have emerged in decades, or possibly centu-
ries, is not immediately obvious. Certainly, 
at least, it is not obvious to the many U.S. 
and foreign environmental groups that re-
gard biotechnology as a bête noire. Nor is it 
necessarily obvious to people who grew up 
in cities, and who have only an inkling of 
what happens on a modern farm.

Over the next half century genetic 
engineering could feed humanity and 

solve a raft  of environmental ills
 – if only environmentalists would let it.
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THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY

Illustations by Jesse Kulenski

Project: 
Magazine Illustration and Layout Redesign

Brief:
Take a published story from the Atlantic Monthly and redo all of the 
art and design in a completely new direction.



Illustration
Project: 
Editorial Illustration for the Rocky Mountain Collegian. 

Brief:
This was created for an article on the growth of casual online 
gaming among college students that ran in the newspaper’s lifestyle 
section, Verve.

The illustration was created entirely digitally, using a combination of 
vector illustrations and manipulated photos, to created a high tech, 
yet friendly and pop art feel. 

Project: 
Editorial Illustration for College Avenue magazine.

Brief:
This was created for College Avenue, a quarterly arts and 
entertainment magazine published by student media at CSU. The 
article was on the growth of social networking web sites such as 
Myspace among college students.

The illustration is a combination of physical media along with 
manipulated photos.



Poster
Project: 
2006 Colloquium on Zoonotic Diseases Poster.

Brief:
Every year Colorado State University hosts a scientific 
colloquium on a specific topic, 2006’s was Zoonotic Diseases 
(diseases transmissible from animals to people, e.g. bird flu, 
rabies, malaria, etc). 

Wanting to involve the entire university and not just the 
zoology and veterinary departments, CSU asked for 
contributions from other colleges, including the Graphic Design 
program. 

This was one of three posters selected from several hundred 
to represent the event visually and was displayed through out 
the meeting areas.

The images were created from manipulated stock photos 
combined with physical media and hand drawn illustration in 
Photoshop. The type was set in InDesign.



 

Identity Design

Project: 
Local Business Identity. 

Brief:
Create an identity for a locally 
owned alternative book and 
record store that reflects the non-
mainstream nature of the business.

The type, grunge and illustration 
were pre-processed in Photoshop 
and then carefully arranged in 
Illustrator after vector conversion. 



 

Identity Design
Project: 
Science Education Identity. 

Brief:
An identity for a non-profit 
organization devoted to Science 
Education. The premise was to 
create an identity that conveyed 
the irreverent “Science Rules!” 
attitude of the project which would 
set it apart from other more staid 
educational systems and help 
promote science education among 
young people. 

Everything was created in Illustrator 
for a fresh, clean, hip-yet-scientific 
look.



Illustration

Project: 
Illustration project advancing the previous identity

Brief:
Three illustrations created for the Science Rules! identity, tied to a 
specific theme of pro-science, anti-superstition skepticism. 

All three were created in via a variety of illustration methods: Photo 
manipulation, hand drawn illustration and vector illustration. 



 

Packaging Design

Project: 
Packaging for Science Rules!. 

Brief:
A series of collateral items were also created for the Science Rules! 
identity: a press kit contained inside an attractive box, a DVD cover 
and collateral giveaway “Tiger Repellent”.



Cover Design

Brett Easton Ellis is the author 
of Less Than Zero, The Rules of 
Attraction, The Informers,
Glamorama and Lunar Park. He
was born in 1964 and raised in 
Los Angeles.  He is a graduate of 
Bennington College and lives in 
New York City. 

“Bret Easton Ellis... is an extremely traditional 
and very serious American novelist. He is the 
model of literary filial piety, counting among 
his parents Ernest Hemmingway, F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, Nathanael West and Joan Didion.”

- Carolyn See, Washington Post 

Jacket Art & Design © 2005 Jesse Kulenski

Visit our website at:
www.randomhouse.com
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Bret Easton Ellis

Patrick Bateman is handsome, 
well educated, intelligent. He 
works by day on Wall Street, 
earning a fortune to complement 
the one he was born with. His 
nights he spends in ways we 
cannot begin to fathom. He is 
twenty-six years old and living his 
own American Dream.

In American Psycho, Bret Easton 
Ellis imaginatively explores the 
incomprehensible depths of 
madness and captures the insanity 
of violence in our time or any 
other. 

Patrick Bateman moves among 
the young and trendy in 1980s 
Manhattan, expressing his true 
self through torture and murder, 
prefiguring an apocalyptic horror 
that no society could bear to 
confront...

“There is an idea of a Patrick Bateman; 
some kind of abstraction. But there is no 

real me: only an entity, something illusory. 
And though I can hide my cold gaze, and 

you can shake my hand and feel flesh 
gripping yours and maybe you can even 

sense our lifestyles are probably 
comparable... I simply am not there. ”

U.S.A.  $25.95
Canada $39.00

Now a Major Motion Picture from
Lion's Gate Films starring Christian Bale

(Metroland), Chloe Sevigny (The Last Days of 
Disco), Jared Leto (My So Called Life), and 
Reese Witherspoon (Cruel Intentions), and 

directed by Mary Harron (I Shot Andy Warhol).

Project: 
Book Cover Redesign 

Brief:
The project was to take an existing book and create an entirely new 
identity for it, while retaining the jacket copy, indicia and other publisher 
information.

The design ties into the book’s theme of anonymity by obscuring the face 
of the character behind the title. 

The illustration was done in oil paint on gessoed illustration board, then 
enhanced in Photoshop, the logotype was created in Illustrator and all the 
type was set in InDesign.



Interior Spread

Project: 
Interior Spread Redesign.

Brief:
As part of the Book Cover Redesign, an 
interior spread featuring an illustration and 
a chapter heading with body copy was 
created. 

The illustration juxtaposes thematic 
elements of the chapter with an excerpted 
piece of dialog. The chapter header echoes 
back to the front cover’s logo in design. 

The illustration was created in Photoshop 
from a combination of original artwork and 
photos.  The opposing page features a 
header logo created in illustrator with type 
set in InDesign.



Web Work

Project: 
Colt Printing re-design

Brief:
Colt Printing had a very dated looking web site that did not 
meet its needs. I was tasked to bring its visual identity into the 
current day. This involved a brand new design for the front and 
styling a CMS to match the new design.

http://www.coltrepro.com/ (may not be live yet)
http://wthree.info/colt/home.html (development live site)

Project: 
Idol Minds animation

Brief:
Idol Minds had a flash banner that needed a great deal of 
changes to the content, pacing and animation. I performed all 
of these in a quick turnaround, while working with the client.

http://www.idolminds.com



Web Work

Project: 
Lapband Rockies Map

Brief:
Lapband Rockies needed a dynamically updatable map to show  
the locations of their distance patients. I helped transform a 
static png file into a flash file with an xml backend that allowed 
for easy updating without using software like photoshop.

http://www.lapbandrockies.com/our-out-of-town-patients.php



Web Work

Project: 
Quest Online - My Algonon community portal

Brief:
Quest Online wanted a community portal with social 
networking aspects, kind of like Wold of Warcraft’s forums 
meets MySpace. I worked the design up from wireframes to 
PSD mock-ups and then worked with the web developer to 
create a standards compliant XHMTL/CSS template to be the 
the frontend of the PHP driven site.



Web Work

Project: 
Quest Online - My Algonon Profile Edit Page

Brief:
Quest Online wanted a community portal with social 
networking aspects, kind of like Wold of Warcraft’s forums 
meets MySpace. I worked the design up from wireframes to 
PSD mock-ups and then worked with the web developer to 
create a standards compliant XHMTL/CSS template to be the 
the frontend of the PHP driven site.



Web Work

Project: 
Quest Online - My Algonon Account Creation Page

Brief:
Quest Online wanted a community portal with social 
networking aspects, kind of like Wold of Warcraft’s forums 
meets MySpace. I worked the design up from wireframes to 
PSD mock-ups and then worked with the web developer to 
create a standards compliant XHMTL/CSS template to be the 
the frontend of the PHP driven site.



Web Work

Project: 
Al Kulenski Building, Inc. website redesign

Brief:
Al Kulenski Building Inc had a very dated website, with 
very little practical information on it. I redesigned it with the 
aim of having an extensive ammount of information about 
the company available that was Search Engine Optimized 
presented in a very pleasing, modern webdesign 

http://www.alkulenski.com



Jesse Kulenski
970.214.2070

jessek@gmail.com

Thank you for your time 
and consideration.


